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MEMORANDUM TO: William F. Burton, Chief    
   Rulemaking and Guidance Development Branch         

Division of New Reactor Licensing 
Office of New Reactors 

 
FROM:   Eric R. Oesterle, Senior Policy Analyst   /Richard F. Schofer for RA/ 

Rulemaking and Guidance Development Branch         
Division of New Reactor Licensing  
Office of New Reactors  

 
SUBJECT:  SUMMARY OF DECEMBER 10, 2009, PUBLIC MEETING WITH  

INDUSTRY’S NEW PLANT WORKING GROUP ON COMBINED 
LICENSE APPLICATIONS 

 
 
On December 10, 2009, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff held a public 
meeting at the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) Office in Washington, DC, with the industry’s New 
Plant Working Group (NPWG) on Combined License Applications (COLAs).  The purpose of the 
meeting was to discuss issues confronting the industry and the NRC regarding the licensing of 
new reactors.  The associated meeting notice is available through the NRC’s Agencywide 
Documents Access and Management System at Accession Number ML093220691. The 
following provides a brief summary of the meeting.  
 
Summary 
 
Mr. Eric R. Oesterle, Senior Policy Analyst, Rulemaking and Guidance Development Branch 
(NRGA), Division of New Reactor Licensing (DNRL), Office of New Reactors (NRO), opened  
the meeting and announced the following agenda topics for discussion: 
 

1. Budget/Schedule Status Update for New Reactors 
2. Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) 
3. Physical Security Review Updates  
4. Cyber Security Updates 
5. Design Acceptance Criteria Resolution Working Group (DACRWG) 

 
 
CONTACT:  Eric R. Oesterle, NRO/DNRL  
                     301-415-1365 
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Discussion Topics: 
 
Budget/Schedule Status Update for New Reactors (D. Matthews) 
  
Mr. David B. Matthews, Director of DNRL, highlighted Congressional interest in new reactor 
licensing activities and summarized from an October 16, 2009, letter from NRC Chairman 
Jaczko to Congressman Barton.  Out of a total of 18 COLAs that have been submitted, the NRC 
is actively reviewing 13 COLAs while five COLA reviews have either been suspended or 
deferred in accordance with applicant requests.  Mr. Matthews pointed out that the docket 
number for the Victoria Station COLA, which was suspended, will be converted/transferred to the 
early site permit (ESP) application for Victoria Station that Exelon has informed the NRC it will be 
submitting for review.  Mr. Matthews also mentioned that he anticipates that some of the review 
activities already performed for the Victoria Station COLA may still be applicable to the ESP 
(e.g., activities related to Federal Emergency Management Agency reviews).  Mr. Matthews 
mentioned that the Fiscal Year (FY) 2010 budget for the NRC has been approved by Congress 
and that the NRC is currently going through the FY 2011 budgeting process in preparation for 
sending this request to Congress.  Mr. Matthews also informed the meeting attendees that the 
NRC is beginning the FY 2012 budget development process and to facilitate this effort the NRC 
plans to issue a Regulatory Information Summary (RIS) requesting voluntary information from 
potential future applicants on their plans for submitting new reactor licensing applications.  
Finally, Mr. Matthews announced that construction activities related to a new nuclear plant have 
started for the first time in 30 years.  This announcement was met with spontaneous and 
unsolicited applause from the meeting participants.  
 
Environmental Protection Plan (S. Flanders) 
 
Mr. Scott C. Flanders, Director of the Division of Site & Environmental Reviews (DSER), 
provided an update on EPPs for new reactors.  Mr. Flanders identified that an EPP template  
had been issued by the NRC in November 2008 and that comments were received from industry 
through NEI in February 2009.  Mr. Flanders stated that DSER has reviewed the comments and 
is working on appropriate responses that are anticipated to be provided in early January 2010.  
Mr. Flanders remarked that much coordination with the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
(NRR) and General Counsel (OGC) have taken place to develop appropriate responses since 
the perception based on the comments was that there are perceived differences in how the 
EPPs will be applied between existing operating plants and new plants.  As an example, 
Mr. Flanders indicated that the perception on reporting requirements appears to be that the bar 
for new reactors is above and beyond that for existing reactors.  Mr. Flanders clarified by 
explaining that the reporting requirements will be consistent and that the issue is on when the 
clock starts for making the time dependant report (i.e., the clock starts from the time the 
determination is made regarding the events reportability rather than from the time the event 
happens).  Mr. Flanders confirmed that the NRC continues to believe that there is a need for  
the EPP and that existing regulations (i.e., Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, 50.36b 
(10 CFR 50.36b) give the NRC the ability to impose such a plan and that it is prudent to do so.  
Finally, Mr. Flanders offered that because of the level of interest as evidenced by the large 
attendance at the last public meeting on this topic, the NRC is considering holding a public 
meeting in January 2010 prior to issuing its responses to industry comments on the EPP 
template.  The meeting attendees voiced their agreement on this approach and welcomed 
further dialogue with the NRC at a public meeting in January 2010.     
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Physical Security Review Updates (S. Morris) 
 
Mr. Scott A. Morris, Deputy Director for Reactor Security in the Office of Nuclear Security  
and Incident Response (NSIR), provided an update on physical security reviews for COLAs.   
Mr. Morris identified that the Energy Policy Act of 2005 required the NRC to consult with the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) during its COLA reviews and reported that all COL 
applicant site visits by DHS have been completed (i.e., 15 total).  Mr. Morris summarized the 
NRC’s efforts in the area of physical security:  (i) along with finalizing the new security 
rulemaking of 10 CFR Section 73.55 and other provisions in March 2009, guidance was 
developed in NEI 03-12 to implement the provision of the new rule; (ii) many regulatory guides 
(RGs) associated with 10 CFR Section 73.55 have been issued; (iii) standard review plans have 
been developed and put into place, and; (iv) a draft RG on target set development is expected to 
be issued in January 2010.  Mr. Morris also indicated that the first round of requests for 
additional information (RAIs) on six COLAs were issued on schedule and that a second round of 
RAIs was recently issued.  Mr. Morris also stated that physical security reviews of four design 
certification (DC) applications are in progress and are approximately 50% complete. 
 
Cyber Security Updates (S. Morris) 

 
Mr. Morris, Deputy Director for Reactor Security in NSIR, provided an update on cyber security 
for COL applicants.  Mr. Morris indicated that a generic template developed by the industry (i.e., 
NEI 08-09) to address the provisions in the new cyber security rule has not been endorsed.  
Mr. Morris informed the meeting attendees that RG 5.71 was recently reviewed by the Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) and that it would be issued final before year end.  
Mr. Morris advised that use of the NRC-developed cyber security plan template in RG 5.71 by 
COL applicants is the preferred NRC approach and offered that one COL applicant that used the 
RG 5.71 template will receive very few RAIs.  In contrast, another COL applicant that used the 
template in NEI 08-09 received several RAIs from the staff.  Based on this comparison, Mr. 
Morris emphasized that use of RG 5.71 template is considered the most efficient approach.    
 
A question was asked regarding how the NRC sees its inspection efforts dovetailing with 
inspection requirements from the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).  Mr. Morris mentioned that the NRC is just 
starting the conceptual phase for implementation and inspection plan and is collaborating with 
NERC on a memorandum of understanding (MOU) that would define roles and responsibilities, 
information sharing, site visits, inspections, event responses, enforcement, etc.  This MOU is 
scheduled for completion by the end of December 2009 and will be issued via Federal Register 
Notice.  Mr. Morris emphasized that any inspection approach that is piloted via this MOU would 
likely not be implemented until at least 2012 when there has been substantial construction 
progress made by COL licensees (e.g., perhaps not until the NRC Commission makes a finding 
under 10 CFR 52.103(g) authorizing operation of a new facility). 
 
Design Acceptance Criteria Resolution Working Group (E. Oesterle) 

 
Mr. Oesterle informed the meeting attendees that NRO established the DACRWG in October 
2009 and held a kick-off in November.  The DACRWG was formed primarily to: (i) address 
interest from ACRS on design acceptance criteria (DAC) resolution related to discussions on 
guidance for inspection, test, analysis, and acceptance criteria closeout in RG 1.215 and  
NEI 08-01; (ii) address the interest from the Commission on DAC resolution which was voiced at 
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the Commission briefing on New Reactors on September 22, 2009, and again in a briefing with 
ACRS on December 4, 2009; (iii) respond to a request from the South Texas Project (STP) in a 
June 18, 2009, letter for NRC to examine documentation related to completion of digital 
instrumentation and control (I&C) designs that are governed by DAC, and; (iv)  the NRC 
response to STP dated October 22, 2009, identifying the development of staff guidance on  
DAC closure and the opportunity to use the STP COL as a pilot for this process.  Mr. Oesterle 
stated that an overview of the DACRWG was previously provided during an NRC public meeting 
on November 5, 2009.  Mr. Oesterle summarized the three options available for completing 
DAC:  (1) via amendment to a DC rule; (2) submit completed designs as part of COLA, and; 
(3) complete DAC after issuance of the COL.  Mr. Oesterle emphasized that the DACRWG is 
focusing on Option 3.  Mr. Oesterle also offered that the primary focus of the DACRWG is on 
STP; however, the generic application of the process being developed is recognized and that 
the NRC is also working with NEI on the generic application of the specific processes developed 
for use with STP.  The DACRWG is developing processes for resolution of DAC in the areas of 
digital I&C, human factors engineering, and piping, with the emphasis on digital I&C as the first 
strategy documents under development.  The proposed schedule is to implement the specific 
process for STP in 3Q/FY 2010 (i.e., no later than June 2010) subject to the availability of 
resources.  A public meeting to discuss progress and to roll out preliminary plans for the DAC 
resolution process is being targeted for January 2010.  The DACRWG also envisions future 
incorporation of the generic processes being developed into NEI 08-01 and RG 1.215.  
 
In response to a question on NRC preference regarding the likely possibility that DAC resolution 
for COL applicants/licensees may include aspects of all three options, Mr. Oesterle responded 
that it is up to the applicant to identify which option or options they will be using based on their 
individual circumstances.  All options are viable and advance communication from the applicant 
to the NRC would help facilitate the review process.  Members of NEI welcomed development of 
generic processes for DAC resolution as they anticipated DAC resolution using Option 3 to be 
very common among COL licensees. 
 
NEI Discussion of Industry Issues 
 
Following the specific agenda items for which the NRC provided updates, the following topics of 
interest were raised by members of the NPWG: 
 

1. Interim Staff Guidance (ISG) on Loss of Large Areas (ISG-016) – NPWG members 
expressed concern over the differences between the guidance in ISG-016 and the 
guidance developed in NEI 06-12 to meet requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(hh).  
Perceptions were that ISG-016 went above and beyond requirements for existing 
operating plants.  NRC staff indicated that a closed meeting would be scheduled for 
January 2010 to discuss comments on ISG-016, implementation of lessons learned from 
operating plants, and the path forward for this guidance. 

 
2. Process for closing out RAIs and Open Items – NPWG members that had heard about 

this issue in other venues asked for clarification on whether this is to be a new process.  
NRC staff indicated that it is not a new process but rather an effort to add more discipline 
to the NRC’s phased-review approach.  In addition, the NRC would be looking at 
ensuring that open items included in Phase 2 of the review were only transitioned to 
Phase 4 if, in fact, they were only confirmatory.  The discipline added would be to ensure 
no new open items were included in Phase 4 and that the NRC would revisit and refine 
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its thresholds of engagement with the applicant on issues to ensure resolution in 
alignment with the review phases.  NRC staff also commented that more frequent and 
early communications also helps to facilitate the RAI process. 

 
3. ISG on Post-COL Commitments (ISG-015) – NEI members of the NPWG indicated that 

they had recently sent comments to the NRC on draft ISG-015, acknowledged an 
agenda item in the public meeting scheduled for December 17, 2009, for the NRC to 
address these comments and expressed interest in NRC plans for addressing these 
comments.  NRC staff expressed appreciation for the comments and indicated that there 
is agreement on over half of the comments provided.  The remaining comments helped 
the NRC to refine and clarify the guidance; however, these refinements did not result in 
any fundamental changes to staff positions.  ISG-015 will be issued final before year end. 

 
4. Construction Inspection Assessment Process (CIAP) – NPWG members expressed that 

there is positive feedback from the senior-level panel discussion of CIAP that was held 
on November 16, 2009. 

 
5. Fast-tracking/streamlining of the New Reactor Licensing Process – NPWG members 

shared with the NRC that they are aware of Congressional interest and of specific 
comments in this area and made a point of assuring the NRC that the nuclear industry  
is not the source of this Congressional interest.  NPWG members commented that they 
are well aware of the complexities of the new reactor licensing process and are, in fact, 
making efforts to better inform Congressional staffers on this process.  NRC staff 
acknowledged the Congressional interest and offered that they are seeing improvements 
in the quality and completeness of new reactor applications.  NRC emphasized that 
improvements on the part of applicants and the NRC are focused on performance 
improvements rather than process improvements which seems to be the focus of 
Congressional remarks. NRC also offered that in its responses to questions from the 
financial community on past schedule delays it responded that these were attributable to 
poor performance regarding quality and completeness of applications; however, the NRC 
is seeing improvements in these areas. 

 
6. ESP Applications – NPWG members with ESP applications currently under development 

asked about how the applicability of the environmental report (ER) for an ESP to a future 
COLA that references that ESP could be improved.  NRC staff recommended that the 
ESP could address as many COL issues in its ER as possible even though it’s not 
required.  Another recommendation was to minimize the number of deferred issues.   

 
7. Recruitment and Retention of NRC Resources – NPWG members asked NRC to 

comment on its recruitment and retention efforts to support new reactor licensing and 
construction inspection activities.  NRC staff indicated that this area has been very 
successful and that it is hiring to the personnel limits authorized by Congress.  
Recruitment and retention has not impacted any NRC review or inspection schedules; 
however, when resource limitations arise due to short term needs (e.g., in certain 
technical areas) the NRC looks for contracted resources or may borrow internal 
resources from other review areas.  The NRC may adjust some review milestones 
among applicants in order to manage its technical resource demands. 
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8. Foreign Construction Activities – NPWG members expressed interest in how much time 
the NRC is spending on overseas foreign construction activities.  NRC staff indicated that 
there is a solid exchange program in place that allows NRC resident inspectors to be 
located at foreign reactor construction sites and gain valuable insights.  It was mentioned 
that this program includes both Finland and France where new reactor construction is 
taking place and that discussions are in progress with China.  NRC staff also indicated 
that it has some foreign regulators participating in a similar type of exchange program at 
NRC headquarters offices. 

  
Questions or comments from the public 
 
A question was asked regarding what NRC criteria or procedures were used to transition the 
reference COL (R-COL) application for the AP1000 design-centered working group (DCWG) 
from the Bellefonte COLA to the Vogtle COLA.  NRC staff indicated that the choice of which 
COL applicant is the R-COL is a voluntary one that is decided among the specific members 
of a DCWG and is not based on any NRC criteria or regulations.  The design centered 
review approach that the NRC established is based on policy rather than regulations and is 
discussed in several policy papers including SECY-06-0019, RIS-06-006, SECY-06-0187, 
and RIS-07-08.  Ms. Marilyn Kray, President of NuStart, offered that the decision to make the 
Bellefonte COLA the R-COL for the AP1000 DCWG occurred in 2005 and that the change to 
the Vogtle COL as the R-COL is a reflection of commercial industry and utility decisions.  
NRC staff added that the R-COL transition to Vogtle would be essentially complete in 
January 2010. 

 
 
Enclosure: 
As stated 
 
cc w/encl:  See next page  
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PUBLIC MEETING WITH INDUSTRY’S NEW PLANT WORKING GROUP  
ON COMBINED LICENSE APPLICATIONS 

 
December 10, 2009  
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